
Through My Eyes 

The dark shadows overwhelm me. What creatures lurk in the dark? What animal is hiding in the 

depths of the shadows? Riding in this dark deathtrap with wheels goes against all my instincts.  

Suddenly, light pierces my world. I blink, forcefully willing my eyes to adjust, while straining to 

be free of this prison. I am not afraid to use my size and weight to get my way. 

Another one slides in beside me. “Easy,” he says, patting my shoulder. He gazes unwaveringly 

into my eyes. It works. I calm down enough to leave the confinement safely. 

Standing outside, drinking in the fresh humid air, I take in my surroundings. I am wary; I do not 

miss anything, as this could cause major consequences to myself and the others. I take in the sun, its 

golden-orange glow lighting up the western half of the sky. The Twin Spires stand dark against the 

horizon, mere silhouettes. Nothing seems to be particularly dangerous, but you never know. 

The next week flies by. The Others have me training for my race once every day. It is bliss to be 

outside, challenging the wind to see who is faster. The rest of the time I am forced to remain inside. The 

Others call it Imagining the Race. I call it Extreme Boredom. 

The long week is final over. Today is race day. The Others are filled with nervous energy. I 

remain steadfast, unharmed by their fretfulness.  

Several hours of preparation drag by. Finally, I find myself in the starting gate, awaiting that 

magical bell. I am filled with anticipation.  

B R R R I I N N G G ! The bell rings, and the gates open. I surge forward, ahead of the pack by a 

stride. The announcer screams into the intercom, “And they’re off!” 

After gaining the early lead, I remain unchallenged until the far turn, when an upstart begins to 

match my stride. I stare him in the eye, challenging him. He falters, unsure, and falls several strides 

behind. I accelerate, coming out of the turn alone. It stays that way for the remainder of the race. I cross 

the finish line fifteen lengths ahead of my closest adversary. 

When I finally make my way to the winners circle, I am draped with a blanket of roses, which are 

delicious, by the way. As the Others are presented a trophy, I find myself lost in thought. 

I am a Thoroughbred, a Champion of Champions. The winner of The Kentucky Derby. 

But I am more than that. I represent strength, endurance, speed, freedom, and horse kind. I 

don’t shy from the sword of fame. Yes, I am the mighty Thoroughbred. Long may I reign. 

                                                     By Casey Prior 


